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Abstract

We present simulations and analysis of the heating of warm dense matter (WDM) foils by ion beams with energy less than 1MeV per

nucleon to target temperatures of order 1 eV. Simulations were carried out using the multi-physics radiation hydrodynamics code

HYDRA and comparisons are made to an analytical model and the code DPC. We simulate possible targets to be used in a proposed

experiment at Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (the so-called Neutralized Drift Compression Experiment, NDCX II) for studies

of WDM. We compare the dynamics of ideally heated targets under several assumed equations of state and explore target dynamics in

the two-phase (fluid–vapor) regime.

r 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The use of ion beams to heat matter to warm dense
matter (WDM) conditions has been suggested due to a
number of potential advantages, such as precise control
and uniformity of energy deposition, large sample sizes
compared to diagnostic resolution volumes, ability to heat
a wide variety of target materials (both conductors and
insulators), relatively long times to allow achievement of
local equilibrium conditions, a benign environment for
diagnostics, and high shot repetition rates. One approach
(adopted at GSI, for example) has been to utilize ion beams
with stopping ranges much greater in distance than the
focal spot radii of the beams. Thus, these targets can be
roughly cylindrical in geometry or can be planar with
direction of beam incidence parallel to the face of the
target. Recently, a collaboration of researchers [1] at
e front matter r 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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LBNL, LLNL, and PPPL (the Heavy Ion Fusion Science
Virtual National Laboratory, or HIFS VNL) has been
exploring the possibility of using ions at lower energy (less
than 1MeV per nucleon) but with shorter pulse duration
(�1 ns) and higher current (�100A). The lower energy
implies a very short range (�1–100 mm), which is much
smaller than the radius of the focal spot (�1mm). The
geometry of such targets is thus closer to being planar with
direction of beam incidence normal to the face of the
target. The intent of this paper is to begin to show how
equations of state, and other transport parameters of
interest, will be inferred by understanding the hydrody-
namics of foils as they are volumetrically heated by ion
beams.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 outlines the

basic requirements on a beam and target. Section 3 reviews
the basic hydrodynamic equations and their solutions as
given in Ref. [2] for idealized equations of state. Section 4
illustrates some of the complexities of the physics when the
equation of state (EOS) becomes more realistic and parts of
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the target enter into a two-phase (liquid–vapor) region.
Section 5 describes a numerical study which parametrically
explores the heating of a particular target with typical
beam intensities planned for a future US experiment called
NDCX II in order to determine which parameters will be
most useful for inferring an unknown EOS from experi-
mental measurements. Section 6 discusses some of the
neglected physics, such as surface tension effects, which will
ultimately be necessary to include in simulations in order to
understand some aspects of the beam–target interaction
physics.
Fig. 1. Energy loss rate (dE/dX) as a function of ion energy in solid Al for

three different beam ions (K, Na, and Li) for energies that include the

range of current and possible near-term future experiments (data from the

SRIM code).

Fig. 2. Range in cm (E/(r dE/dX) ) as a function of ion energy in solid Al

for three different beam ions (K, Na, and Li) for energies that include the

range of current and possible near-term future experiments (data obtained

from the SRIM code).
2. Requirements on the beam and target

Our basic strategy [3] for carrying out WDM experi-
ments using ion beams is to focus a low-to-moderate
energy (0.4–30MeV) (but high current) ion beam onto a
thin foil target. The exact energy and ion mass are chosen
such that the beam enters the foil with an energy slightly
higher than the Bragg peak, and exits the foil with an
energy slightly lower than the Bragg peak [4]. This allows
the energy deposition to be relatively uniform through the
entire depth of the target, so that precise measurements
could be carried out to determine EOS, or other material
properties, such as thermal and electrical conductivity, or
material dielectric constant. In this paper, we focus on
parameters of a proposed facility to be built at LBNL
called NDCX II. One option for this facility is to use
2.8MeV singly charged Li ions. The conclusions we draw,
however, are not limited to the NDCX II facility. These
high-current, low-energy beams may require compression
and focusing in a neutralized plasma to overcome beam
space charge, and plans and experiments for this approach
are described in Refs. [1,5–11].

In order to reach WDM conditions, enough energy must
be supplied to the target to raise the temperature to a
regime of interest. Although a precise estimate of the target
temperature requires the use of a more sophisticated EOS,
to obtain an estimate, we may equate the energy density to
the energy deposited divided by the volume over which the
energy is deposited:

ðM=2ÞnkT ¼ DEion N ions=ðpr2spot DzÞ (1)

(for a uniform distribution of ion intensity at the focal
plane). Here, M is the number of degrees of freedom.
For solids at relevant temperatures, M ¼ 6 (3 kinetic
plus 3 ‘‘vibrational‘‘degrees of freedom); and Dz ¼ DEion/
(rdE/dX). DEion is the change in ion energy between
entrance to and exit from the foil, chosen such that dE/dX

varies by some prescribed variance such as 5%. Typically,
the entrance and exit energy (Eentrance and Eexit) are chosen
to be 1.5 times and 0.5 times, respectively, the energy of the
peak in dE/dX. (dE/dX and Dz have been obtained using
the SRIM code; see Figs. 1 and 2). From Fig. 1, we see that
for near-term experiments which are limited to energies of
a few MeV or less, only Li has the Bragg peak within the
accessible range, of the three lower mass alkali metal ions
that are candidates for hot plate ion sources.
Rearranging Eq. (1) and putting in values for Li yields:

kT ¼ 9:6 eV ðN ions=10
13Þ ð1mm=rspotÞ

2

�ðdE=dX=2MeVcm2=mgÞ ðAtarg=27Þ. ð2Þ

In terms of total charge Q:

kT ¼ 6:0 eVðQ=1mCÞ ð1mm=rspotÞ
2

�ðdE=dX=2MeVcm2=mgÞ ðAtarg=27Þ. ð3Þ

Expressed in terms of the fluence per unit area, F:

kT ¼ 0:19 eVðF=1 J=cm2Þ ð1MeV=EentranceÞ

�ðdE=dX=2MeVcm2=mgÞ ðAtarg=27Þ. ð4Þ

The fluence is defined as the energy integrated over the
entire pulse. This formula uses the energy at foil entrance
Eentrance and dE/dX at foil center. For Li at the Bragg
Peak, Epeak ¼ 1.88MeV, dE/dX ¼ 2.052MeV cm2/mg. The
entrance to the foil is approximately at 50% high energy,
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Eentrance ¼ 2.82MeV. Thus, to reach 2 eV (to allow for
some robustness for the experiments) requires: F ¼ 29.1
J/cm2 o f Li at Eentrance ¼ 2.82MeV.
Using Eqs. (1)–(4), similar estimates can be made for

other experiments using K and Na.
The basic beam requirement is thus the fluence per unit

area F, which must be delivered to raise the target
temperature to values of interest. However, a second
important parameter is the pulse duration, Dt. The pulse
duration must be sufficiently short relative to the cooling
timescale, which for this regime is typically the hydro-
dynamic timescale thydro ¼ Dz/cs, such that significant
cooling has not occurred. Here, cs is the sound speed
(at the temperature of the heated material.) For Al at 1 eV
the sound speed is approximately 5� 105 cm/s so that for a
3.5 mm foil, the hydrodynamic timescale is about 0.7 ns.
Pulse durations significantly longer than 1 ns would thus
not reach the desired temperature. Fig. 2 shows the benefit
of using Li for low energy experiments, since the larger
range at solid density leads to longer hydrodynamic
timescales. Thus, for experiments at solid densities, hydro
simulation codes are required to ensure that central
temperatures of interest can be achieved, when beam pulse
durations Dt are roughly the same order as thydro.

2.1. Foam targets

Targets made of metallic foams are of interest in their
own right, because of their use in Inertial Confinement
Fusion and other applications, but also as a means of
relaxing the pulse duration requirements on the beam for
the purpose of exploring a wide range of parameters in the
density–temperature parameter space. For metallic foam
with a mass density equal to 10% of solid density, the ion
range Dz increases by a factor of 10 over its value for solid
density, and so the hydrodynamic timescale increases by
that factor also. With foams, it is much easier to be in a
regime where the pulse duration Dt5thydro. The main issue
with foams is that they are inherently inhomogeneous. The
timescale for homogenization is approximated as
tuniformHnr=cs where n is a number of order 3–5, r the
pore size and cs the sound speed. Thus, for n ¼ 4,
r ¼ 100 nm, the homogenization time would be 1% of the
hydro timescale for a 40 mm, 10% Al foam foil. Foams with
100 nm pore size should be obtainable, according to LLNL
ICF researchers. This factor of 100 in the separation of
timescales should be sufficient for our purposes of
obtaining EOS data in the WDM regime. However, we
should also note that the critical point is typically near one-
third solid density and the liquid-two-phase transition
boundary at lower temperatures is at even higher densities,
so the ability to operate up to solid density is important for
the robustness of any WDM facility.

We should also note that ion stopping may be affected
when the time between collisions is longer than the
relaxation timescale of the ion in the excited state.
Measurements of ion stopping in foam could provide
information regarding the fundamental science of ion
stopping.

3. Analytic theory using ideal gas EOS

The continuity equation for the mass density r, fluid
velocity v, evolving in time t and longitudinal coordinate z

may be written:

qr
qt
þ

qrv

qz
¼ 0. (5)

The momentum equation can be written:

qv

qt
þ v

qv

qz
¼ �

1

r
qp

qz
. (6)

For an adiabatic change in the material the pressure
satisfies

p ¼ Krg. (7)

Here K is a constant ( ¼ p0/r0
g, where subscript 0

indicates initial values). The sound speed in the medium
is give by: cs

2
�gP/rU A similarity solution is found in the

variable z/cs0t for the evolution of a rarefaction wave
which initially propagates into an uniform medium (for
z40) with pressure p0, density r0, and sound speed cs0, and
subsequently expands into what is initially a vacuum for
zo0. The solution (the so-called simple wave solution) in
the region �2/(g�1)oz/cs0to1 is given by [2]

v

cs0
¼

2

gþ 1

� �
z

cs0t
� 1

� �
(8)

cs

cs0
¼

g� 1

gþ 1

� �
z

cs0t

� �
þ

2

gþ 1
(9)

r
r0
¼

cs

cs0

� �2=ðg�1Þ

;
T

T0
¼

cs

cs0

� �2

. (10)

Consider a slab of finite width 2L. In that case, a
rarefaction wave will propagate into the medium at speed
cs0 from both edges of the slab (z ¼ 0 and z ¼ 2L). Let
t ¼ cs0t/L and z ¼ z/L. After t ¼ 1, the simple waves will
collide and there will be a growing region (the non-simple
wave region) not governed by Eqs. (8)–(10).
The boundary between the simple waves and the non-

simple waves is given [2] by

zboundary ¼
�2

ðg� 1Þ
tþ

gþ 1

g� 1

� �
tð3�gÞ=ðgþ1Þ. (11)

In Ref. [2], it is shown how Eqs. (5)–(7) may be
transformed into a single, second order partial differential
equation for the transformed variable w, expressed as a
function of the velocity v and the enthalpy w ¼ cs

2/(g�1):

2

2nþ 1
w

q2w
qw2
�

q2w
qv2
þ

qw
qw
¼ 0. (12)
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What are normally the independent variables z and t

may be generated from

t ¼ qw=qw; z ¼ vqw=qw� qw=qv. (13)

The general solution is [2]

w ¼
q

csqcs

� �n�1
1

cs
F1 cs þ

v

2nþ 1

� �
þ

1

cs
F2 cs �

v

2nþ 1

� �� �
.

(14)

Here F1 and F2 are arbitrary functions, and the solution
is valid for positive integral values of n, where n ¼ (3�g)/
(2(g�1)).

The particular solution with v ¼ 0 at z/L ¼ 1, and w ¼ 0
along a boundary curve is [2]

w ¼
Lð2nþ 1Þ

2nn!

q
csqcs

� �n�1
1

cs
cs �

v

2nþ 1

� �2

þ c2s0

" #n !
.

(15)

So, for a given value of n, one may calculate w, then take
its derivatives with respect to cs and v in order to find t(cs,v)
and z(cs,v), and finally invert the solution, if possible. For
example, for g ¼ 5/3, (n ¼ 1, corresponding to a perfect gas
with 3 degrees of freedom), the solution becomes: w ¼
L(9cs

2
� 9cs0

2
� 6csv + v2)/(6cs); t ¼ L(9cs

2+9cs0
2
�v2)/(18cs

3);
and z ¼ L(18cs

3+3cs
2v+9cs0

2 v�v3)/(18cs
3).

From observation of the exact solution, we find the
velocity in the non-simple region is nearly linear starting
from zero at the center of the slab (z ¼ 1) to the
value v ¼ v(z ¼ zboundary) on the boundary between the
simple and non-simple wave. So, an approximate solution
vapprox/cs0 for the velocity in this region (zboundary
ozo1; and t41) is given by

vapprox

cs0
¼
�2

g� 1
ð1� t2ð1�gÞ=ðgþ1ÞÞ

z� 1

zboundary � 1

� �
. (16)

Similarly, the density in the non-simple wave region is
observed to be nearly parabolic from center to the edge.
Using conservation of total mass, and using the value of
r/r0 on the boundary z ¼ zboundary, it is easy to calculate
the approximate density in the non-simple region
(zboundaryozo1):

rapprox �
r
r0
¼ ðrmax � t�4=ðgþ1ÞÞ

� 1�
z� 1

zboundary � 1

� �2
 !

þ t�4=ðgþ1Þ ð17Þ

where rmax is the value of rXr0 at the center of slab (z ¼ 1)
and is given by

rmax ¼
3

2

ð1� t�1 � 1
3
t�4=ðgþ1Þð1� zboundaryÞÞ
ð1� zboundaryÞ

. (18)

Thus, the simple wave solution (Eqs. (8)–(10)), together
with either the exact formula (Eq. (15)) or the approximate
formulas in the non-simple wave region (Eqs. (16)–(18)),
give the complete solution to the evolution of a
one-dimensional slab which is heated instantaneously to
some temperature T0, assuming a perfect gas EOS.
(The solutions are for zo1; the z41 solution is obviously
a mirror image of the zo1 solution). The approximate
formulas are more tractable and can be useful for under-
standing the scaling of the central part of the slab
(for example), and for non-integer values of n. This ideal
solution for a perfect gas can be used as a reduced model or
starting point for interpretation of more complicated
situations in which there is a non-ideal EOS, or when
beam energy deposition occurs over a finite time, or when
the deposition is not entirely uniform. The main features of
the solution are the expansion of the material outward at a
velocity v ¼72cs0/(g�1), a rarefaction wave propagating
inward at velocity cs0, and a decreasing central density
(and temperature) for times after the rarefaction wave has
reached the center of the slab (t ¼ 1).

4. Simulation results under instantaneous heating

approximation

A more sophisticated treatment of the cases treated by
the analytical model outlined in Section 3 requires the use
of numerical simulation codes. Two codes have been
employed in this study. The code HYDRA [12] is a 3D
radiation/hydrodynamics code used primarily for ICF
simulations, and has been employed here for target
hydrodynamics. The 1D hydrodynamics code DPC (writ-
ten by Richard More), uses an EOS specifically formulated
for the WDM regime, based on the Saha equation using
energy levels of neutral atoms, melting temperature and
latent heat of the material studied [13]. DPC has also been
extensively employed for hydrodynamics calculations of
the target. Since the beam radius is of order 1mm, and the
thickness of the target is of order a few mm for a solid, to a
few hundred mms for a 1% foam, the 1D code should
accurately represent the longitudinal physics at the center
of the target. DPC uses a Maxwell construction for the
EOS [13]. In the Maxwell construction, an isotherm of the
EOS that has a region in r that is dynamically unstable in
the two-phase regime (qP/qro0) is replaced by an
isotherm with a region of constant pressure as a function
of density that bridges the transition in density between
pure liquid and pure vapor. This construction yields the
equilibrium value of pressure, and yields numerically
stabler solutions, but does not resolve the material into
bubbles and droplets. HYDRA has been employed using
two different equations of state, QEOS [14] and LEOS, the
latter of which employs a tabular EOS. QEOS uses a
Thomas Fermi model for the electron EOS and uses a
modified Cowan model for the ion EOS. QEOS does not
use the Maxwell construction, but LEOS allows use of
either the Maxwellian or non-Maxwellian construction.
Recently, in Ref. [15], DPC was used to study the

expansion of a tin (Sn) foil which is initially in a liquid
state, but due to expansion of the foil, transitions into
the two-phase regime, where liquids and vapors coexist.
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Fig. 3. Snapshot of tin (symbol) foil, with initial temperature T0 of 0.5 and 1.0 eV after 0.5 ns. The surface of the foil was initially at �2 mm in this DPC

simulation (left: density vs. position; right: temperature vs. position) (from Ref. [15]).

Fig. 4. Snapshot of tin (Sn) foil, with initial temperature T0 of 0.5 eV after 0.5 ns. The surface of the foil was initially at 0 mm in this HYDRA/QEOS

simulation (left: density (g/cm3) vs. position (cm) (Here 1E-4 corresponds to 1� 10�4 cm ¼ 1 micron); right: temperature (keV, [here 1E-3 keV corresponds

to 1 eV]) vs. position (cm)).
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Fig. 3 shows the results. Plateaus in densities and
temperatures are apparent in the spatial profiles as time
elapses and the material undergoes a phase transition.
When HYDRA is run using QEOS and without the
Maxwell construction, evidence for the plateaus remains at
roughly the same longitudinal position (see Figs. 4 and 5),
although oscillations in density are apparent as the code
tries to make bubbles (vapor density) and droplets (liquid
density) in the two-phase region. The spatial zoning is
likely not fully resolving the droplets and bubble formation
and the code does not include surface tension effects, so
the limits and assumptions of the simulation should be kept
in mind.
5. Parametric studies for NDCX II

To understand the general physics of the beam–target
interaction in the context of a particular experiment, we
have chosen a set of ion beam and target parameters
similar to those proposed for the NDCX II experiment,
which is proposed by the HIFS VNL [1]. In particular, we
have modeled the dynamics of solid Al targets that have
been heated by a 2.8MeV Li+ ion beam, one possible ion
species and energy option for NDCX II. (2.8MeV
corresponds to an energy 50% higher than the Bragg peak
energy, resulting in an approximately 5% variation in
dE/dX, if a foil thickness is chosen such that the beam exits
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Fig. 5. Snapshot of tin (symbol) foil, with initial temperature T0 of 1.0 eV after 0.5 ns. The surface of the foil was initially at 0 microns in this HYDRA/

QEOS simulation (left: density (g/cm3) vs. position (cm) (Here 1E-4 corresponds to 1� 10�4 cm ¼ 1 micron); right: temperature (keV, [here 1E-3 keV

corresponds to 1 eV]) vs. position (cm)).

Fig. 6. Target temperature as a function of time and position for the nominal Li NDCX II parameters using the DPC code over the first 5 ns. The foil is

initially 3.5mm thick (centered at z ¼ 0) and has expanded to cover 20–30mm after approximately 4 ns.
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the foil at approximately 0.93MeV, or half the energy at
the Bragg peak). Other parameters for the ‘‘nominal’’ case
include an ion fluence per unit area F impinging on the
target of 30 J/cm2 and an initial dE/dX of 2.052MeV-cm2/mg
(as estimated by the SRIM code). The energy absorbed
per mass ¼ F dE/dX/ E ¼ 21.986 J/mg ¼ 2.2� 104 J/g ¼
6.2 eV/atom. Thus, the nominal target temperature, assum-
ing a specific heat of 3 eV/(eV-atom), would be approxi-
mately 2 eV. The assumed pulse duration is 1 ns, full-width
in a parabolic pulse. The nominal target was solid Al
(A ¼ 26.98, density ¼ 2.7 g/cm3) with a nominal thickness
of 3.5 mm. The pulse duration, target thickness and cumula-
tive beam fluence were varied, and runs were made in the
two simulation codes described above, DPC and HYDRA.
Figs. 6 and 7 show the temporal and spatial results

of the nominal case from DPC. Fig. 8 shows a compa-
rison between DPC results and results of HYDRA
using QEOS, of the evolution of the central temperature
of the target. Detailed differences arising from different
assumptions about the EOS are apparent. Finally, some of
the systematic variations in maximum central pressure,
maximum central temperature and maximum surface
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Fig. 7. Evolution of the target density as a function of time and position for the nominal Li NDCX II parameters using the DPC code (for the first 1.8 ns).

Fig. 8. Comparison of the evolution of the central temperature of the nominal case using DPC (left) and Hydra (right). The change in slope at about 1.5 ns

in the DPC result has been found to be associated with the entrance into the two-phase regime.
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velocity with deposition energy per target mass (FdE/dX/E)
are shown in Figs. 9–11 for various target thicknesses.

Some observations from these figures can be made. The
maximum central pressure achieved depends sensitively on
the foil thickness (as well as the energy deposition), since
different thicknesses allow the rarefaction wave to reach
the center of the foil before all of the energy from the ion
beam has been deposited. The pressure is most sensitive to
target thickness because it depends on both density and
temperature decreases. The temperature also is reduced for
thinner foils because of the cooling during expansion, but
the ion deposition continues to increase the central
temperature after the rarefaction wave has reached the
center. The expansion velocity is the least sensitive to the
foil thickness, perhaps because it reflects an integrated
effect of the energy deposited [19]. We should note that for
the solution of the instantaneously heated perfect gas foil
described in Section 3, we may write the energy density per
mass e ¼ cs0
2 /(g(g�1)), so that the maximum expansion

velocity of the outward material can be expressed v ¼

(4g/(g�1)1/2e1/2. So, for this case, the ratio of the velocity to
the energy deposition depends only on the EOS (i.e. g in
this model), which suggests that measurements of expan-
sion velocity will be useful in determining unknown
equations of state in planned near-term experiments.

6. Capturing the physics of bubbles and droplets

As discussed above, neither DPC nor HYDRA captures
the detailed physics of droplets or bubbles, which may be
important in understanding the results of WDM experi-
ments using ion beams. One deficiency is the lack of surface
tension effects in either code.
We have begun to estimate the maximum size of droplets

that would be created in the transition of the expanding foil
from liquid to gas. In one estimate, the force on a droplet
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from the viscosity of the expanding gas tending to stretch
the droplet will overcome the inward force of the surface
tension if the radius of the droplet is sufficiently large. This
yields a maximum droplet radius x given by [16]

x ¼ s=ðmdv=dxÞ. (19)
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This corresponds to a capillary number (�mv/s) of order
unity at the maximum radius. Here, s is the coefficient of
surface tension, m is the viscosity and dv/dx the velocity
gradient of the underlying expanding medium. Another
estimate balances the dynamic pressure of an expanding
droplet to the inward force of the surface tension. This
yields a maximum droplet radius given by

x ¼ ðs=rðdv=dxÞ2Þ1=3. (20)

Here, r is the liquid droplet density. This corresponds to a
Weber number (�rxv2/s) of order unity at the maximum
radius. For typical numbers at a time when the material is
in the two-phase regime (dv/dx ¼ 106 cm/s, s ¼ 100dyn/cm,
m ¼ 5� 10�3 g/cms, r ¼ 1g/cm3, vth ¼ 5� 105 cm/s), Eq. (19)
yields a maximum droplet radius of 0.20mm, and Eq. (20)
yields a maximum droplet radius of 0.05mm, both of order
0.1mm. (The difference between the two estimates is likely
smaller than the uncertainties in the calculations, since
geometrical factors were generally set to unity). Further
calculations, including evaporation and condensation rates
and accurate estimates of s and m, are beginning to yield
insight into the physics of the droplets and bubbles, which
may be useful as these effects are incorporated into the
simulation codes.

7. Summary

We have analyzed, using a reduced model and a variety
of simulations, the hydrodynamics of target expansion in
order to provide insight into planned future experiments
using ion beams to heat material to WDM conditions.
Many issues still remain to be studied in more detail. In
particular, foam homogenization, hydrodynamics through
the two-phase region, effects of velocity spread and
straggling [18] of the ion beam, and acceptable levels of
preheat [17] are some of the issues which need to be
evaluated. The ultimate goal of these simulation studies is
to determine which observables will be most sensitive and
allow minimization of uncertainties in equations of state,
and other material quantities, for a wide range of target
choice and over a large range in density and temperature
parameter space.
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